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A basement waterproofing contractor knows how to prevent water from seeping into the basement
of a house or building, using certain techniques. Effective waterproofing of structures that are
located below the ground can include sealers as well as drainage. Crawl space repair in Kentucky
thus is also sometimes necessary.

Put Your Basement to Better Use

There are many homes that are sitting right on top of some very useful space, yes, the basement!
Unfortunately, a number of those basements, in mainly older homes, are either leaking or are damp,
making them unsuitable to become an extra bedroom or recreation room. However, before
continuing on with basement waterproofing, the water has to be shielded from entering your home.

When Basement Waterproofing Kentucky is Needed

Basement waterproofing can be necessary when your house is constructed either at below ground
or ground level. It is also needed when there is a possibility of ground water becoming built up
through the soil, resulting in a rise of the water table. This rising water table exerts a hydrostatic
pressure underneath the walls of your basement. This pressure causes water to be seeped in by
way of cracks in the foundation walls which in turn are the result of the contraction and expansion of
the wall joints of the footing-foundation. Hydrostatic pressure might severely damage the foundation
walls of your home.

Basement waterproofing mainly involves three effective measures that have been developed to stop
this problem. They are as follows:

Applying sealers on the floors and interior walls

Draining of the interior water

Exterior drainage along with the applying of waterproofing coatings

Application of Interior Sealants

The main entry point for the seepage of water in concrete foundations is pipe penetrations and
cracks which can be easily sealed from inside. By pressure injecting epoxies or urethanes into the
cracks and other openings, the seepage of water is cut off effectively. Such repairs are generally
long-lasting and a multitude of contractors offer warranties on repairs for periods ranging from a
decade, to a lifetime.

In the presence of hydrostatic pressure, interior sealers cannot offer permanent protection in
masonry foundations. However, they can do away with intense atmospheric humidity present within
the basement, by absorbing the moisture in the porous masonry will also help avoid spalling.
Spalling occurs when the masonry surfaces break down due to either moisture accumulation or
persistent high humidity, resulting in the deterioration, as well as the shedding of concrete surfaces.

In case the foundation is made of concrete blocks, a system comprising of interior drain tiles can
absorb any water that enters the block system and drain it into a sump. In order to allow effective
drainage, weep holes are sunk into the blocks of the lowest course, thus aiding or inciting drainage
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to occur. Such a system can present a basement that is dry and free from moisture for many years
to come.

Results to Word Hard Towards

If the main cause is wetness or minor dampness, applying coatings to waterproof the interior of the
basement can be effective. Waterproofing of the exterior checks water from making its way into the
walls of the foundation, thereby preventing molding and wicking of construction materials and also
structural damage. Basement waterproofing in Kentucky can be achieved if these steps are followed
as well.
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Frontier Basement Systems specializes in a basement waterproofing in Kentucky. Visit them online
to set up a free basement waterproofing estimate in Kentucky and Tennessee.
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